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he underlying requirements for demonstrating space-based surveillance, acquisi-
tion, tracking, and discrimination of ballistic reentry vehicles and penetration aids were
followed in the design of the Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) satellite and sensors.
The primary sensor is the totally cryogenic Spatial Infrared Imaging Telescope III
(SPIRIT III), supported by multiple co-aligned visible and ultraviolet sensors. SPIRIT
III is cooled with solid hydrogen and has an expected minimal on-orbit life of 15
months. The 35-cm aperture and multiple focal planes with different spectral passbands
were designed for long-range target capability and background measurements of the
structure in the Earth-limb radiance. To detect and track reentry vehicles at ranges of
6000 km or more while viewing near Earth, a sensor must have an excellent off-axis
reimaging optical system with a Lyot stop and superpolished primary and secondary
mirrors. Superpolished cryogenic mirrors are extremely sensitive to contamination, so
MSX also carries a unique suite of contamination monitoring sensors, particularly for
on-orbit H2O and particles. MSX will be the first space experiment to correlate optical
contamination (changes in nonrejected Earth radiance) with the satellite environment.

T

INTRODUCTION
The Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) is the

Department of Defense’s most unique and complete
electro-optical space observatory. Its primary mission,
midcourse phenomenology, and other measurement
objectives and capabilities are discussed in the article
by Mill and Guilmain in this issue and a previous pub-
lication.1 Each of the multiple sensors, which in total
operate from the very-long-wavelength infrared

(28 mm) to the far-ultraviolet (110 nm), was designed
and built specifically for the MSX mission. All of the
radiometric sensors are co-aligned and hard-mounted
to an optical “bench” on the spacecraft.

MSX was created primarily for infrared data collec-
tion and as a functional demonstration of the Spatial
Infrared Imaging Telescope III (SPIRIT III) cryogenic
sensor. It evolved from the national Midcourse Sensor
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Study (MSS) sponsored by the Strategic Defense Ini-
tiative Organization (SDIO, now the Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization) and the Air Force, and was
hosted by MIT Lincoln Laboratory during 1987 and
1988. A major finding of that study was that space
surveillance, tracking, and discrimination functions did
not necessarily require the large 1-m-dia. mirrors for
the infrared sensors, which had been until then a
nominal design parameter.

As a result of the MSS, SPIRIT III was designed
with the support of a broad aerospace community (Air
Force, Army, SDIO, federally funded research and
development centers, and contractors) to have a 35-cm
cryogenic aperture. The issue of mirror size is critical
since, historically, satellite mass and therefore costs
tend to scale with mirror diameter to the 2.6 power for
spaceborne electro-optical sensors. This article exam-
ines some unique DoD technical issues that will be
addressed by MSX and, in particular, by the SPIRIT III
infrared radiometric sensor, which was built and cali-
brated by the Space Dynamics Laboratory of Utah
State University.

AUXILIARY INSTRUMENTS
The MSX suite of state-of-the-art ultraviolet/visible

imaging spectrometers was built by APL to obtain fun-
damental spectroscopic data in support of the under-
lying physics and chemistry that produce infrared at-
mospheric backgrounds and target signatures. The
acquisition of supporting spectral data to help interpret
the infrared radiometric signatures is also the primary
role of the cryogenic Fourier transform interferometer
spectrometer embedded in the SPIRIT III sensor.

Fortuitously, the impressive capability of these infra-
red/visible/ultraviolet spectral sensors permits
measurement of most of the atmospheric greenhouse
gases crucial to the study of global climate changes.2,3

The co-aligned wide and narrow
field-of-view visible and ultravio-
let “imagers with filters” are sensors
that support the interpretation of
SPIRIT III’s infrared, radiometric
background and radiometric target
measurements. The well-known
sensitivity to contamination of
space-based electro-optical sen-
sors, particularly superpolished
cold mirrors for high off-axis rejec-
tion, led to the design and
development of the MSX suite
of contamination sensors and
unique contamination control
procedures.4 The Space-Based
Visible camera was included in
MSX to complete the overall
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demonstration of the value of space surveillance such
as cataloging resident space objects. This sensor, built
by MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory, carries an onboard signal
processor to suppress background clutter, detect moving
targets, and generate target reports at low data rates.5

In addition, an onboard signal data processor built by
the Hughes Corporation was designed for a parallel
functional demonstration of the infrared radiometric
sensor, SPIRIT III.

TARGETS AND SPIRIT III
DESIGN ISSUES

Very sensitive infrared sensors are required to detect
and track ballistic reentry vehicles and associated ob-
jects, day or night. Such sensors must operate in wave-
length regions where these hard bodies radiate energy
or reflect the Earth’s radiant energy. For a 300 K gray
body, 85% of the energy falls between 6 and 30 mm. The
detection/tracking problem for sunlit objects can be
achieved by using simpler visible sensors, which will be
demonstrated by the MSX visible sensor suite. Many
parameters enter into optimizing the number of satel-
lites and constellations, the size of sensor aperture,
wavelength selection, etc. In particular, these issues
depend on the definition of the threat (i.e., number of
threat objects and penetration aids, deployment, size,
shape, temperature, emissivity, etc.). For illustrative
purposes only (since MSX is an experiment rather than
a prototype), the 900-km orbit and 35-cm diameter of
the SPIRIT III primary mirror with a 90-mrad-pixel
instantaneous field of view will be used for target and
background discussions.

The spectral passbands and sensitivities of the
SPIRIT III radiometer are given in Table 1. These
calibrated values for the noise equivalent flux densities
were obtained before the most recent refurbishment of
the sensor and may vary somewhat from actual flight
IT III radiometer passbands and calibrated sensitivities.

Noise equivalent flux densities
assband nominal in band (3 10218 W/cm2)
0% transmission Integration time Point sourcea

(mm) 2.7 ms 14 ms 2.7 ms
6.0–10.9 2.5 0.5 0.6

4.22–4.36b 21 4.5 6.6
4.24–4.45b 18 3.9 5.7
11.1–13.2 8.6 1.8 1.6
13.5–16.0 5.1 1.1 2.0
18.3–26.0 17 3.5 11

een calibrated using a 2.7-ms integration time per detector plus a time delay
DI) process using multiple detectors (the number varies by band) and a

 are reported to the most significant decimal point.
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values. Bands A, C, D, and E are separate filtered focal
plane arrays; bands B1 and B2 are implemented by fil-
tering separate halves of one focal plane array.

Bands B1 and B2 are centered in the optically thick
n3 band of CO2 for measurements looking at the hard
Earth (below the horizon). All other bands, designed
for viewing into space (above the horizon), accept so
much radiation that their detectors saturate owing to
atmospheric limb radiance, which occurs when the
sensor views below tangent heights on the order of 40
to 60 km (Fig. 1).6 The upper altitude is set by the
tangent altitude, which is equivalent to a signal-to-
noise ratio of 1. Bands B1 and B2 will not saturate and
will provide measurements of terrestrial backgrounds.

Perhaps the most critical question for spaceborne
infrared sensor performance concerns range. Assume a
nominal ballistic reentry vehicle to be a cone of
≈1-m length and ≈0.5-m base diameter with an emis-
sivity of 0.5 and a temperature of 300 K. Depending on
the viewing angle, the projected area varies from about
0.2 to 0.8 m2. Using 0.3 m2 for the projected area, the
total radiant signal J is 22 W/sr. For a 300 K blackbody,
about 30% of the emitted energy falls into band A
(≈6 to 11 mm), resulting in an ≈6.6-W/sr target for this
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Figure 1.  Radiometer bandwidths and measurement capabilities as
a function of altitude (ATH and BTH = above and below the horizon,
respectively). (Reprinted from Ref. 6 by permission.)
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band. Figure 2 depicts a scenario in which the MSX
sensors are observing such a reentry vehicle near apo-
gee, which is equidistant beyond an 80-km tangent
point as MSX is on the other leg. At a range of 6400
km, the target flux (irradiance) at the aperture of
SPIRIT III in band A is ≈16 3 10218 W/cm2. From
Table 1, using the noise equivalent flux density for a
point source with TDI of 6 3 10219 W/cm2 in band A,
the Fig. 2 scenario would yield a measurement (inde-
pendent of backgrounds) with a signal-to-noise ratio of
about 25.

Other important target-related “global” parameters
for an infrared sensor are the total field of view, the
instantaneous pixel resolution, and scene revisit time.
SPIRIT III has a 1° “vertical” extent, defined by the
height of the column of detectors. There are 5 focal
plane arrays (chips) of up to 8 columns of detectors,
each with 192 detectors per column. An internal scan-
ning mirror sweeps the vertical field of view of the
radiometer over a wider field of regard and can be
commanded into any one of three scan modes of 3.0,
1.5, or 0.75° nominal total angular extent. The mirror
scans at a constant rate of 0.46°/s in object space,
producing average revisit times of 7.17, 3.59, and
1.79 s, respectively, in the three scan modes. This
variable revisit time optimizes the ability to measure
the temporal variability of target signatures caused by
apparent changes in temperature and projected area.
The angular resolution of 90 mrad relates to the ability
to observe individual objects (the classic closely spaced
object problem). Since an intercontinental ballistic
missile (ICBM) flies for about 30 min, one can envision
objects being deployed and separating in a dimension
perpendicular to the sensor–target line of sight at ve-
locities that differ from one another by ≥1 m/s for 10
min before apogee. In such a case, at apogee, the sub-
sequent apparent object separation of 600 m is consis-
tent for individual object measurements in the scenario
of Fig. 2, since 90 mrad 3 6400 km yields a resolution
of about 580 m for individual pixels of SPIRIT III.

For discrimination purposes, bands A, D, and E have
overlapping fields of view and record data
simultaneously by using dichroic beamsplitters and
filters. Such simultaneous measurements eliminate
errors due to target motion. Multiple color
measurements demonstrate the capability (and
limitations) of an infrared sensor to derive important
target parameters such as temperature and area. In
general, discrimination requires a much higher signal-
to-noise ratio (i.e., SNR > 30) than do detection (SNR
≥ 6) and tracking (SNR ≥ 3). The radiation arriving
at a sensor (such as SPIRIT III) due to thermal emission
of a target of area a at range R is J = eaL(T)/R2, where
e is emissivity, T is surface temperature, and L is the
Planck function, which can be integrated for any
particular bandpass. A two-color measurement
96) 13
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determines T since the ratio eliminates R, a, and e when
e is the same in both colors. If the range R is known,
then ea can be determined. If the emissivity is less than
1, then the derivation of area becomes much more
complex, since radiation reflected by the body’s surface
coming from the Earth and the atmosphere must be
considered. The multispectral capability of SPIRIT III
(bands A, C, D, and E) will be applied to these cases.
For example, the body-reflected radiation in the
atmospheric “window” bands (A, C, and E) represents
integrated surface “Earth shine,” which can be modeled
using global satellite scenes and atmospheric sounders
to correct for atmospheric transmission and variable
emissivities. Earth radiation in band D emanates from
atmospheric CO2 at a colder temperature since it arises
from higher altitudes in the mesosphere. The
complexities of such analyses must include target shape,
surface composition, diffuse vs. specular reflection,
emissivity/reflectivity as a function of wavelength, etc.,
and are the subject of specialized studies beyond the
scope of this article (personal communication, H.
Burke, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, 1982; also see Ref. 7).
80-km tangent height

≈3200 km ≈3200 km

900 km
900 km

Tangent point

Reentry vehicle MSX

Figure 2.  Geometry of MSX viewing a reentry vehicle through the Earth-limb. The target is
equidistant from the tangent point at 80 km.
BACKGROUNDS AND SPIRIT III
DESIGN ISSUES

Atmospheric backgrounds play a significant role in
the detection and tracking of reentry bodies. Figure 3
shows the atmospheric infrared spectral radiance at an
80-km tangent height.8 Using band A (6–10.9 mm) as
an example, the dominant atmospheric radiating spe-
cies is O3 and secondarily H2O. The actual measured
integrated radiance profile of ozone vs. altitude is
shown in Fig. 4.9 Ozone is optically thin (even in a limb
view), and therefore radiance contributions come from
higher altitudes along the line of sight; the signal, how-
ever, is dominated by radiance coming from near the
tangent altitude. At the 80-km tangent height of the
example in Fig. 2, the integrated nighttime radiance for
14 JO
band A is approximately 7 3 1027

W/cm2. This background presents
an irradiance at the SPIRIT III ap-
erture of about 2.8 3 10214 W/cm2

compared with the target irradi-
ance of 16 3 10218 W/cm2 (see the
previous discussion).

Since this background signal
represents a nominal DC radiance
that can be filtered by various
forms of processors for point source
detection, two questions arise: (1)
How effective are the processors,
and (2) what is the small-scale spa-
tial structure of the background
that, after processing, results in
false signals (exceedances) above

some predetermined threshold and must therefore be
handled as “clutter”? If the background structure due to
turbulence, gravity waves, etc., can pass through the
signal processor at 0.01% of the DC level, a signal-to-
clutter ratio of about 6 would result for the example
discussed in Fig. 2. If the “filtered” background structure
is 0.1% of the DC level, then the signal-to-clutter ratio
is less than 1 and target detection and/or tracking
becomes more difficult.

Referring again to Fig. 3, the integrated DC back-
ground radiance can be seen to vary among bands by
more than 2 orders of magnitude: in units of

Figure 3.  Predicted Earth-limb radiance at an 80-km tangent altitude,
midlatitude, daytime, during the summer.
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W/cm2·sr·mm, band A = 7.6 3 1027, C = 8 3 1029,
D = 1.7 3 1026, and E = 1.3 3 1029. Therefore, sensor
performance for tracking and, particularly, discrimina-
tion while viewing through the Earth-limb depends
significantly on bandpass and atmospheric structure. A
primary mission of MSX is to measure the background
structure.

Bands B1 and B2, which are located in the middle
wavelength infrared (MWIR) spectral region, are se-
lected for their potential to track targets against terres-
trial Earth backgrounds. For Earth viewing, the MWIR
region is characterized by a very strong CO2 absorption
band, which limits the altitude as viewed from space,
and therefore clutter, by careful choice of bandpass.
The use of the MWIR region for tracking plumes of
high-altitude ICBM stages and postboost vehicles in-
volves the same Earth-limb and auroral background
clutter issue as the other bands. In Fig. 5, the transmis-
sion to space (nadir viewing) for four altitudes (0, 3,
10, and 20 km) is plotted as a function of wavelength.
Band B1 (4.22–4.36 mm) has essentially zero transmis-
sion below 10 km; therefore, radiance from lower-
altitude clouds and the ground is limited. The ground
scenes and low-altitude clouds are expected to be more
structured than radiance from higher altitudes. Band B2
(4.24–4.45 mm) has some transmission down to about
3 km (≈8% at the longest wavelength) but does not
see to the ground. The overall objective of bandpass
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Figure 4.  The measured n3 band radiance integrated over the
wavelength region 9.2–10.5 mm as a function of tangent height.
(Reprinted from Ref. 9 by permission.)
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selection is to optimize the target-to-clutter ratio. A
nominal theater missile warm body (350 K) signal can
vary by a factor of about 4 over the MWIR region as
one widens the long wavelength side from 4.3 to 4.6
mm. However, the background radiance as seen from
space increases by about a factor of 30 (≈3 3 1026 to
≈1 3 1024 W/cm2·sr·mm), so that the clutter is expect-
ed to increase much faster than the target signal as this
band is widened to the longer wavelengths. SPIRIT III’s
mission is to measure globally and categorize by the
relevant geophysical parameters (for modeling) the
spatial structure in bands B1 and B2.

Celestial backgrounds (for example, stars, zodiacal
radiances, asteroids, etc.) are also important for surveil-
lance sensors. Although these backgrounds were not
considered design drivers, the celestial measurements
obtained by MSX are significant and raise some impor-
tant questions:

• How close to the Sun can an infrared sensor look to
maximize coverage? (MSX sensors will measure the
near-Sun zodiacal background.)

• Can the infrared stars be used for accurate goniomet-
ric purposes? (The infrared centroids will be offset
from visible because of dust and gases that surround
the star. The MSX sensors will measure the infrared
centroids and process the data to achieve measure-
ments on the order of a few microradians.)
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Figure 5.  Atmospheric transmission, midlatitude, nadir view, dur-
ing the summer.
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• Can a surveillance sensor discriminate against the
celestial background using a stored radiometric cata-
log and subtraction? (The Infrared Astronomy Satel-
lite [IRAS] catalog is limited to ≈45 stars per square
degree, too low for system use. SPIRIT III’s resolution
is about 30 times that of IRAS. MSX experimental
plans are scheduled to map the galactic center to a
level of 1100 stars per square degree.)

NONREJECTED EARTH RADIANCE
DESIGN ISSUES

In order to detect and track the small infrared signal
of a reentry vehicle as seen from space relatively near
the Earth, the design of SPIRIT III had to address
another major optical issue: Without the impractical
use of an extremely long and cold baffle, radiation from
the Earth will strike the primary mirror of the sensor
telescope, and the scattered infrared light can be many
orders of magnitude larger than the signal. The SPIRIT
III solution to this problem was to design and fabricate
an off-axis reimaging optical system with Lyot stops and
baffles to reduce the amount of diffracted and scattered
radiation reaching the focal plane. Ultimate perfor-
mance depends on how smooth (superpolished) and
clean the primary and secondary mirror surfaces are. A
technical parameter used as the figure of merit is the
bidirectional reflectivity distribution function (BRDF),
multiplied by the functional power of the angular (u)
dependence of fall-off of the scattered radiation. The
BRDF represents the angular dependence of scatter
from a parallel beam per steradian.

Figure 6, which plots the nighttime atmosphere and
zodiacal radiances for band C as a function of altitude,
illustrates the critical role that scattered radiation plays
in the measurement of backgrounds and targets. Com-
peting radiances coming from scattered Earth shine,
i.e., nonrejected Earth radiance (NRER), are shown for
three different levels of contamination on superpol-
ished mirrors.10 The worst case of NRER shown for
BRDF = 1 3 1022 u21.1 represents an initially low
scatter surface that has been treated poorly in a labo-
ratory environment (in this case, for example, resulting
from an inadvertent loss of vacuum). The example
plotted for BRDF = 3 3 1023 u21.5 is the value extrap-
olated for a very low scatter mirror on orbit in space
after about 3 years.

Figure 7 illustrates the sensitivity of scatter (BRDF)
to the thickness of H2O collected on a superpolished
mirror.11 Outgassing of water from the multilayer insu-
lation of SPIRIT III is modeled to produce a layer
≈1.5 mm thick in about 9 to 12 months. The best BRDF,
1 3 1024 u22, is derived from a pristine superpolished
surface such as those of the SPIRIT III primary and
secondary mirrors upon installation. As illustrated in
Fig. 6, the contribution of NRER for contaminated
16 JOH
mirrors equals the atmosphere at the 70- to 80-km
tangent heights. If the NRER does not vary significant-
ly with horizontal (or vertical) angular scanning, the
spatial structure of the atmosphere can still be mea-
sured, but with less accuracy. NRER from pristine
mirrors does not equal the atmospheric radiance almost
until the floor of the sensor noise equivalent radiance
is reached. One sees, in fact, that in this band, the
zodiacal backgrounds also dominate the atmospheric
background above 110 km.

The radiance profiles for the other bands are spec-
trally dependent but will not be illustrated for the sake
of brevity. The impact of contaminated optics (NRER)
is worse for the sensitive long-wavelength window band
E and less so for the atmospheric emission band D.

INFRARED SENSOR LIFETIME
ON ORBIT

Other key and somewhat independent parameters
for SPIRIT III are the amount and kind of cryogen to

Figure 6.  Components of the radiometric profile of band C in an
Earth-limb viewing aspect. Atmospheric radiance, zodiacal back-
grounds for two different views, and nonrejected Earth radiance
(NRER) bidirectional reflectivity distribution function (BRDF) are
shown (squares denote zodiacal background at elongation angle
of 30° and ecliptic  latitude at 0°; circles denote elongation angle of
180° and ecliptic latitude at 0°).
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ture = 27 K, wavelength = 0.6328 mm).(Reprinted from Ref. 11 by
permission.)

be carried. These parameters are driven by its infrared
lifetime on-orbit goal of 15 months to obtain a statis-
tically meaningful set of background data and multiple
target opportunities. A Lockheed Corporation space-
qualified dewar using solid hydrogen was selected for
this purpose. Other major factors affecting the exper-
imental time on orbit are tape recorder storage, power
utilization, and the telemetry downlink, which is lim-
ited to one ground station at the Applied Physics Lab-
oratory. Much of the data will be collected and record-
ed at 5 MB/s and played back at 25 MB/s. The overall
average data collection duty cycle is about 10% of the
actual time on orbit.

SUMMARY
Despite the many changes that have occurred in

concepts for ballistic missile defense over the period
since MSX was designed, it is still the most complete
sensor suite for demonstrating the required space func-
tions and obtaining vital phenomenological data. Its
primary role is to demonstrate the capabilities of space-
based infrared wavelength technology to detect, track,
and discriminate ballistic objects and collect the data
needed for future system designs. Data to be obtained
in the MWIR region (4.3 mm) and the medium to
JOHNS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 17, NUMBER 1 (1
long-wavelength infrared region (6–11 mm) are partic-
ularly applicable to tracking theater-class missiles with
large warm bodies. Data in the long-wavelength infra-
red region (6–16 mm), and particularly in the very-
long-wavelength infrared region (16–28 mm), are crit-
ical for tracking and discriminating the smaller
ICBM-class reentry vehicles and decoys. The auxiliary
MSX instruments are important for understanding
much of the phenomenology associated with the infra-
red measurements. MSX is the only sensor of its class
and represents a major milestone for demonstrating
ballistic missile defense technology.
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